Ready For Your Call

Online
Litigation
Get the speed and efficiency your firm needs by using digital exhibits in trials and depositions.
Work together as a team to add documents to a shared folder and control the live streams to the
witness, counsel and court reporter with just a click. Zoom in, highlight, and digitally stamp documents
as they are admitted live with no downloads or plugins required.
Alaris combines secure cloud storage, account management and an online browser portal to make it
easy to use. With Alaris Online Litigation, there has never been a better way to eliminate logistics and
achieve results.
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Easy, Painless Depositions
Digital Exhibit Management
Cloud Storage & Version Tracking
Use Anywhere on Any Device
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Alaris Online Litigation
What is Alaris Online Litigation?
Alaris Online Litigation is a digital platform for document and exhibit management that you can use
on any device, anytime. As a web-based portal, Alaris Online Litigation allows you to share documents
to witnesses, counsel and court reporters on an iPad, PC or other device and control zoom, stamping
and annotations live.

How It Works
Depositions don’t have geographic limits and neither should you. Using a cloud-based document
management system can save time, reduce shipping costs and allow you to add documents on
the fly. Whether you use it to conduct remote depositions or to share documents in the same room,
Alaris enables your team to easily work together to manage documents and stay on the same page.
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Alaris Online Litigation
Live Stream Exhibits for a Better Trial Experience
Alaris Online Litigation is a document repository and presentation platform that allows you to save
time, track your notes and present evidence more effectively to the jury. As a private cloud-based
platform, Alaris Online Litigation enables you to manage your exhibits from discovery to verdict so
that you can easily store, share and present exhibits from anywhere in the world, on any device.

How It Works
With no downloads or technology hurdles, you can
effortlessly present exhibits from an iPad or
computer to the main display and judge, counsel
and jury can watch directly from their individual
devices.
The live presentation capability allows you to
zoom, stamp, annotate and highlight documents
live with your audience to ensure that everyone is
actively participating and all of the details are clear.
Notes and annotations are displayed on all of the
connected devices in real time and also captured
in the digital copy entered into evidence.

Digital

Interactive Engaging Results

Alaris Online Litigation allows you to leverage technology to directly engage your audience and
make a more impressive and memorable trial experience. Whether you have 10 exhibits or 10,000,
there has never been a better way to achieve results.
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